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Abstract  
The aim of the present study was to propose a new and simple 
field assessment of inter-effort recovery and change of direction 
(COD) ability based on performance during the 30-15 Intermit-
tent Fitness Test (30-15IFT, an intermittent, incremental shuttle-
run test) using three different protocols. Forty team-sport players 
(22 ± 2 years) performed either (group A; n = 16) the original 
30-15IFT and two modified versions, one without a rest period 
(i.e. continuous run, 30-15IFT-CONT) and one without COD (30-
15IFT-LINE), or (group B; n = 24) the original 30-15IFT and a 
modified version with more COD (28-m shuttle instead of 40-m, 
30-15IFT-28m). Heart rate (HR), blood lactate concentration 
([La]b), rating of perceived exertion (RPE) and maximal running 
speed were recorded for all tests. There was no statistical differ-
ence in either maximal HR (A: p = 0.07 and B: p = 0.94) or RPE 
(A: p = 0.10 and B: p = 0.97) between tests. Compared with the 
30-15IFT (12.3 ± 2.5, p < 0.01) and 30-15IFT-LINE (11.3 ± 2.6, p = 
0.07, ES = 0.61), [La]b was lower for 30-15IFT-CONT (9.6 ± 3.3 
mmol.L-1). Compared with 30-15IFT, maximal running speed 
was higher for 30-15IFT-LINE (103.1 ± 1.7%, p < 0.001) and lower 
for 30-15IFT-CONT (93.2 ± 1.4%, p < 0.001), while it was similar 
for 30-15IFT-28m (99.7 ± 3.6%, p = 0.62). Maximal speeds 
reached after the four tests were significantly but not perfectly 
correlated (r = 0.74 to 95, all p < 0.001). Present results show 
that differences in the maximal running speed reached following 
different versions of the 30-15IFT can be used by coaches to 
isolate and evaluate inter-effort recovery (i.e. 30-15IFT vs. 30-
15IFT-CONT) and COD (i.e., 30-15IFT vs. 30-15IFT-LINE) abilities in 
the field. Additionally, COD ability as evaluated here appears to 
be independent of shuttle-length. 
 
Key words: High-intensity running, agility, intermittent exer-
cise, field test, HR/speed relationship. 
 

 

 
Introduction 

 
Competitive team-sports require players to repeatedly 
perform high-intensity runs (Ben Abdelkrim et al., 2007; 
Luig et al., 2008; Mohr et al. 2003; Sheppard et al., 2007), 
including frequent changes of direction (COD) (Brughelli 
et al., 2008). To assess such a team-sport specific cardio-
respiratory fitness, the 30-15 Intermittent Fitness Test 
(30-15IFT; an intermittent, incremental shuttle-run test; 
Buchheit, 2008b) has recently been reported (e.g. Buch-
heit et al. 2009b; 2009c; Mosey 2009) as a practical alter-
native to widely used incremental and continuous (Léger 
and Boucher 1980; Léger and Lambert, 1982) or intermit-
tent (e.g. Yo-Yo tests, Bangsbo et al., 2008) field tests. 
Similar to these “classical” tests, the 30-15IFT elicits 

maximum heart rates (HR) and oxygen uptake (VO2) 
(Buchheit et al., 2009a), however, it also 1) evaluates 
inter-effort recovery, acceleration, deceleration and COD 
and 2) can be used for training prescription (Buchheit, 
2008b). For instance, while the protocols of the different 
versions of the Yo-Yo test are obviously more team-
sports specific than Léger’s tests (Bangsbo et al., 2008), 
the final performance measured (i.e., total distance cov-
ered) cannot be directly used for training prescription. 
Additionally, compared with the speed reached at the end 
of Léger’s field tests, the final running velocity reached at 
the end of the 30-15IFT (VIFT) has been shown to be more 
accurate for individualizing intermittent shuttle running 
exercise in team-sport players (Buchheit, 2008b). The 30-
15IFT is also attractive since it has been perceived to be 
less “painful” compared with continuous field tests by 
70% of players assessed (Buchheit, 2005). 
Recent studies (Buchheit, 2008a; 2008b; 2009a) have 
confirmed that VIFT can be considered as a ‘composite’ of 
several physical qualities determinant in team-sports. VIFT 
was shown to be well related to acceleration (inferred 
from a 10-m sprint time), jump height, maximum oxygen 
uptake, exercise autonomic control (inferred from heart 
rate variability measures during the test, Perandini et al., 
2009), HR recovery (Buchheit, 2008b) and repeated-
sprint ability (Buchheit, 2008a), while leading to greater 
blood acidosis than traditional field tests (Buchheit et al., 
2009a). Nevertheless, while the evaluation of a ‘global 
team-sport specific fitness level’ is of great interest to 
monitor a team’s physical performance capacity through-
out the competitive season (Bangsbo et al., 2008; Buch-
heit, 2008c), the assessment of a specific physical quality 
might also be sometimes required to target individualized 
training interventions (i.e., based on each player’s weak-
nesses/strengths). While numerous field tests can be used 
to selectively assess cardiorespiratory fitness, accelera-
tion, speed, (explosive) strength of lower limbs and/or 
COD ability (see for example test batteries used in Mujika 
et al., 2009; Rampinini et al., 2007), there is no known 
method to isolate and assess inter-effort recovery ability 
in the field. Moreover, while COD ability is generally 
evaluated during brief and single exercise bouts 
(Brughelli et al., 2008), its assessment during high-
intensity intermittent exercise, has not yet been evaluated. 
The evaluation of COD ability during runs at varying 
intensities is of great importance for coaches, since they 
likely determine the energetic cost of running during 
sport-specific displacements (Buchheit et al., 2011). 
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In the absence of a field-based and/or “gold stan-
dard” measure of inter-effort recovery and COD ability 
during high-intensity exercise, we proposed to investigate 
a new and simple field-based assessment of these qualities 
with the use of the 30-15IFT.  
 
Methods 

 
Subjects 
Forty regional-to-national level team-sport players (bas-
ketball, handball, futsal and soccer players) volunteered to 
participate in the study. Because of time constraints and 
players availability, some participants could not perform 
the entire test battery; they were then divided into two 
distinct experimental groups. Group A included 16 play-
ers (14 men; 22 ± 5 years, 75 ± 1 kg, 1.78 ± 0.02 m, body 
mass index 23.4 ± 1.4 kg·m-2 and 2 women; 20 ± 2 years, 
65 ± 2 kg, 1.72 ± 0.05 m, 22.1 ± 2.1 kg·m-2); Group B, 24 
players (20 men; 24 ± 2 years, 82 ± 9 kg, 1.85 ± 0.06 m, 
23.9 ± 1.8 kg·m-2 and 4 women: 21 ± 1 years, 67 ± 8 kg, 
1.74 ± 0.07 m,  22.5 ± 1.6 kg·m-2). All players were pro-
vided with the procedures and risks associated with par-
ticipation in the study and gave their written informed 
consent prior to participation. The study was approved by 
the local ethic committee and conformed to the Declara-
tion of Helsinki. 
 
Study design 
To measure inter-effort recovery and COD ability during 
high-intensity exercise, we compared performance on the 
original 30-15IFT with that obtained with three modified 
protocols including either no rest period, no COD, or a 
greater number of COD. The protocols of the four differ-
ent tests being similar with the exception of either the 
presence of recovery periods or the presence/number of 
COD, it is intuitive that the difference in running speed 
would be indirectly indicative of inter-efforts recovery 
and COD abilities. For group A, the experimental sched-
ule comprised three consecutive testing sessions (Table 
1), with all tests performed randomly 7 days apart: 1) the 
original 30-15IFT (40-m shuttle-run with 15 seconds re-
covery) 2) a continuous version (no rest/recovery period); 
30-15IFT-CONT and 3) a straight-line version (no COD); 30-
15IFT-LINE. For group B, the experimental schedule com-
prised two consecutive test sessions (Table 1), with all 
tests performed randomly 7 days apart: 1) the original 30-
15IFT and 2) a modified version with a shorter (28-m) 
shuttle-length; 30-15IFT-28m. All players were well famil-
iarized with the testing procedures in the weeks preceding 
the experimentation. Players were also asked to refrain 
from exercise in the 24h period preceding the tests. HR, 
blood lactate concentration ([La]b), rating of perceived 

exertion (RPE, 0–10 Borg scale) and maximal running 
speed were recorded for all tests. 
 
Procedures 
Original 30-15IFT. The 30-15IFT was performed as previ-
ously described (Buchheit, 2008b) on an indoor synthetic 
track where ambient temperature ranged from 18 to 22°C. 
Briefly, the 30-15IFT consisted of 30-s shuttle-runs (40-m) 
interspersed with 15-s passive recovery periods. The 
initial running velocity was set at 8 km·h-1 for the first 30-
s and speed increased by 0.5 km·h-1 every 30-s thereafter. 
Running pace was governed by a prerecorded audio sig-
nal. Subjects were instructed to complete as many (30-s) 
“stages” as possible, and the test ended when the player 
could no longer maintain the required running speed (i.e. 
when players were unable to reach a 3-m zone near each 
marked line the moment the audio signalled on 3 consecu-
tive occasions). The speed at the last completed stage 
(VIFT) has shown good reliability on two consecutive 
trials repeated 48h apart (intraclass correlation coefficient 
= 0.96; typical error = 0.33 (95% confidence limits, 0.26 
– 0.46) km·h-1) (Buchheit, 2005). 

Modified 30-15IFT without COD. The 30-15IFT-LINE 
was performed outdoors exactly as the 30-15IFT (speed 
increments, recovery periods), but with no COD; the 30-s 
effort being therefore performed in straight-line (with 
cones placed every 20 m on a 400-m track). To avoid any 
potential confounding effects of excessive wind or 
changes in temperature, the test was only performed in 
clear and good weather conditions, i.e. when wind veloc-
ity ranged from -2.0 to +2.0 m·s-1 and temperature from 
19 to 24°C.  

Modified 30-15IFT without rest periods. The 30-
15IFT-CONT was performed indoors exactly as the 30-15IFT 
(speed increments, shuttle-length), but without any rest 
periods. 

Modified 30-15IFT with increased number of COD. 
The 30-15IFT-28m was performed indoors exactly as the 30-
15IFT (speed increments, recovery periods), but with the 
length of the shuttle-run changed to 28m. This distance 
was chosen to induce a greater number of COD and corre-
sponds to the length of a basketball field, which facilitates 
the implementation of the 30-15IFT-28m in most gymnasia.  

Estimation of inter-effort recovery ability. The only 
difference between the 30-15IFT-CONT and 30-15IFT proto-
cols being the presence or not of a recovery period, it is 
intuitive that any difference in running performance be-
tween the tests is indirectly indicative of inter-effort re-
covery ability. Individual inter-efforts recovery ability 
was therefore estimated from the difference between the 
VIFT reached after the 30-15IFT  and the 30-15IFT-CONT, with 
the  greater  the  absolute  difference  in  VIFT, the   greater 

 
Table 1. Details of the field tests performed by the two experimental groups 

Tests 
30-15 IFT  Original test (intermittent incremental shuttle (40-m) run test) 

30-15IFT-CONT Similar to the 30-15IFT but with no rest periods, i.e., performed continuously (continuous incre-
mental shuttle (40-m) run test) Group A 

30-15IFT-LINE Similar to the 30-15IFT but without COD, i.e., performed on a 400-m track (intermittent incre-
mental straight-line test) 

30-15 IFT  Original test (intermittent, incremental shuttle (40-m) run test) 
Group B 30-15IFT-28m Similar to the 30-15IFT but with more COD, i.e., performed on a shorter shuttle-length (intermit-

tent incremental shuttle (28-m) run test) 
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Table 2. Selected physiological responses and maximal running speed reached at the end of the different 30-15IFT protocols. 
Data are means (±SD). 

 Group A Group B 
 30-15IFT 30-15IFT-LINE 30-15IFT-CONT 30-15IFT 30-15IFT-28m 

VIFT (km·h-1) 19.7 (1.2) 21.7 (1.9) * 16.1 (1.0) *† 18.8 (2.1) 18.7 (1.8) 
HRpeak (b·min-1) 197 (10) 197 (7) 194 (8) 198 (9) 199 (9) 
HR/speed 3.9 (.8) 3.4 (.6) 5.8 (1.1) *† 4.2 (1.0)  3.9 (.8) § 
[La]b (mmol·L-1) 12.3 (2.5) 11.3 (2.6) 9.6 (3.2) *‡ 11.3 (2.1) 11.5 (2.8) 
RPE 9 (1) 9 (1) 8 (1) 8 (1) 8 (1) 

VIFT : maximal running speed, HRpeak : peak heart rate, [La]b : blood lactate concentration, RPE : rating of perceived exertion, 30-15IFT : 
original 30-15IFT, 30-15IFT-CONT : modified version of the 30-15IFT without a rest period, 30-15IFT-LINE : modified version of the 30-15IFT 
without change of direction, 30-15IFT-28m : modified version of the 30-15IFT with 28-m shuttles. *: difference vs. 30-15IFT (p < 0.05) †: dif-
ference vs. 30-15IFT-LINE (p < 0.05) ‡: difference vs. 30-15IFT-LINE with effect size considered as moderate (>0.5) §: difference vs. 30-15IFT-

LINE with effect size considered as small (0.2<ES≤0.5) 
 

inter-effort recovery ability. 
Estimation of COD abilities. The only difference 

between the 30-15IFT-LINE, 30-15IFT-28m and 30-15IFT proto-
cols being the presence and/or the number of COD, it is 
intuitive that difference in running performance between 
the tests is indirectly indicative of COD abilities. Since 
there was no substantial difference in running perform-
ance for 30-15IFT-28m vs. 30-15IFT (see results), only data 
from the 30-15IFT were used to estimate COD abilities. 
Moreover, participants in Group B (who performed the 
30-15IFT-28m) did not perform the 30-15IFT-LINE, so that this 
comparison could not be performed. Individual COD 
abilities was therefore estimated for Group A via the 
difference between the VIFT reached after the 30-15IFT and 
the 30-15IFT-LINE, with the lower absolute difference in 
VIFT indicating a better COD ability.  
 
Measurements 
Heart rate measurements. 5-s averaged HR was recorded 
using a Polar Team system (Polar Electro, Kempele, 
Finland). Average HR at 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100% of the 
final VIFT reached within each protocol was computed. 
The highest HR measured at the end of exercise was con-
sidered as HRpeak (b·min-1). Finally, the HR/running speed 
relationship (Boudet et al., 2004) was calculated for each 
protocol using the (individual) linear part of the relation-
ship (i.e. between 60 to 80 % of VIFT), and was used as an 
indirect maker of the energetic cost of running during 
each test. 

Blood lactate concentration. Three minutes after 
each test, a fingertip capillary blood sample (5 µL) was 
collected and analyzed for lactate concentration using a 
Lactate Pro lactate analyser (Arkray Inc, Kyoto, Japan) 
(Pyne et al., 2000). The accuracy of the analyzer was 
checked before each test session using supplied standards.  

 
Statistical analysis 
Since the women involved in the present study presented 
similar VIFT values compared with the men, and all analy-
ses were based on within-subject changes, data from 
women and men were pooled. Data are presented as 
means and standard deviations (± SD). The distribution of 
each variable was examined using the Shapiro-Wilk nor-
mality test and homogeneity of variance was verified with 
a Levene test. When data were skewed, they were trans-
formed by taking the natural logarithm to allow paramet-
ric statistical comparisons that assume a normal distribu-
tion (for clarity, however, all data are presented as back-
transformed). For each group separately, VIFT, HRpeak, 

[La]b and RPE data were analyzed using a one-way (i.e. 
test) ANOVA for repeated measures. HR data during 
exercise were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA for 
repeated measures, with ‘intensity’ and ‘test’ as factors. 
When a significant interaction was noted, Bonferroni’s 
post-hoc tests were conducted. The correlation coefficient 
(i.e. Pearson’s r) with 90% confidence limits (CL) were 
also calculated to examine the relationships between the 
VIFT reached after each test. In addition to statistical sig-
nificance, the following criteria were adopted for inter-
preting the magnitude of the correlation (r): ≤0.1, trivial; 
>0.1-0.3, small; >0.3-0.5, moderate; >0.5-0.7, large; >0.7-
0.9, very large; and >0.9-1.0, almost perfect. If the 90% 
confidence limits overlapped positive and negative values 
(i.e. included zero), the magnitude was deemed unclear 
(Hopkins et al., 2009). Statistical analyses were per-
formed using SigmaStat software (SigmaStat 3.11, Systat 
software Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). The level of signifi-
cance was set at p < 0.05. Between-protocol standardized 
differences (i.e. effect size or Cohen’s d) were also calcu-
lated (Cohen, 1988) when a tendency toward significance 
was noted (p < 0.10). The magnitude of the difference 
was considered either trivial (Cohen’s d ≤0.2), small 
(>0.2-0.5), moderate (>0.5-0.8), or large (>0.8). Norma-
tive values used to qualitatively assess inter-effort recov-
ery and COD ability were also calculated using Cohen’s d 
principle. The between-subject SD of the differences in 
VIFT between two tests (e.g. 30-15IFT-LINE vs. 30-15IFT) was 
multiplied by 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 to derive values regarded as 
slightly (small), moderately or largely better or worse 
than the average value (Hopkins et al., 2009) for the sam-
ple of players investigated.  
 
Results 
 
All measures were available for Group A. In Group B, 
due to technical problems and poor quality of the HR 
signal, HRpeak was only obtained from 20 (83%) players 
and the relation HR/running speed was only assessed in 
17 (71%) participants. [La]b was also only obtained from 
19 (79%) participants. Data for VIFT, HRpeak, [La]b and 
RPE obtained for each protocol are presented in Table 2, 
while VIFT reached with each protocol, expressed as a 
percentage of the speed reached with the original 30-15IFT 
is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 
Maximal running velocity 
In Group A, VIFT (km·h-1) was higher for 30-15IFT-LINE  (p 
<  0.001)    and   lower   for   30-15IFT-CONT   (p   <   0.001) 
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Figure 1. Maximal running speed (VIFT), peak heart rate (HRpeak), blood lactate ([La]b) and rating of perceived exertion 
(RPE) reached with each protocol, expressed as a percentage of the values reached at the end of the original 30-15IFT.  
*: p < 0.05 vs. 30-15IFT, †: p < 0.05 vs. 30-15IFT-LINE, ‡: difference vs. 30-15IFT-LINE with effect size considered as moderate (>0.5). 
 

compared with the original 30-15IFT. In Group B, there 
was no difference between VIFT for 30-15IFT and 30-15IFT-

28m (p = 0.62) (Table 2 and Figure 1). In Group A there 
was a very large and significant correlation between VIFT 
reached during 30-15IFT vs. 30-15IFT-LINE (r = 0.82 (90% 
confidence limits (CL) 0.62; 0.93), p < 0.001). Similarly 
there was a very large and significant correlation between 
VIFT reached during 30-15IFT vs. 30-15IFT-CONT (r = 0.74 
(0.47; 0.89), p < 0.001). In Group B, the correlation be-
tween maximal speeds reached during 30-15IFT and 30-

15IFT-28m was almost perfect (r = 0.95 (0.91; 0.98), p < 
0.001) (Figure 2). 
 
Peak HR and HR /running velocity relationship 
As illustrated in Table 2 and Figure 1, there was no dif-
ference for HRpeak between the three different 30-15IFT 
tests in either Group A (ANOVA main effect p = 0.07) or 
B (p = 0.94). There was a significant ‘test’ (p < 0.001) 
and ‘intensity’ (p < 0.001) effect for HR at 60, 70, 80, 90 
and 100% of the final VIFT of each protocol, as well as an
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Figure 2. Relationship between maximal velocity (VIFT) reached at the end of the traditional 30-15IFT vs. modified versions 
of the 30-15IFT (i.e., 30-15IFT-CONT: without resting period [gray circles], 30-15IFT-LINE: without changes of direction [black 
circles], 30-15IFT-28m: with 28-m shuttles [dark gray triangles]). 
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Figure 3. Evolution of heart rate (HR, expressed as a percentage of peak heart rate (HRpeak) reached during 
the original 30-15IFT) for Group A and B as a function of relative exercise intensity during the four protocols 
(30-15IFT : original 30-15IFT, 30-15IFT-CONT : modified version of the 30-15IFT without resting periods, 30-15IFT-

LINE : modified version of the 30-15IFT without changes of direction, 30-15IFT-28m : modified version of the 30-
15IFT with 28-m shuttles.) *: p < 0.05 vs. 30-15IFT (A), †: p  < 0.05 vs. 30-15IFT-LINE.  

 
‘intensity x test’ interaction (p < 0.001).  

In Group A, HR increased significantly during ex-
ercise with 60<70<80<90=100% for 30-15IFT, 30-15IFT-

LINE and 30-15IFT-CONT. In Group B, HR increased simi-
larly during both 30-15IFT and 30-15IFT-28m 
(60<70<80<90<100%, p < 0.05) (Figure 3). When com-
pared with HR during 30-15IFT-CONT, HR was lower at 60, 
70 and 80% during 30-15IFT (p < 0.05) and at 60 and 70% 
during 30-15IFT-LINE (p < 0.05).  

The HR/speed relationship was higher in 30-15IFT-

CONT compared with 30-15IFT (p < 0.001) and 30-15IFT-LINE 
(p < 0.001). A tendency toward a higher HR/running 
speed relationship was noted for 30-15IFT vs. 30-15IFT-28m 
(p = 0.05, Cohen’s d =0.39) 
 
Blood lactate concentration 
The [La]b was lower for 30-15IFT-CONT compared with 30-
15IFT (p < 0.01) and tended to be lower compared with 30-
15IFT-LINE (p = 0.07, Cohen’s d =0.61). There was no dif-
ference in [La]b between 30-15IFT vs. 30-15IFT-28m (p = 
0.88) (Table 2). 
 
Rating of perceived exertion 
For Group A there was no difference in RPE between all 
testing conditions (ANOVA main effect, p = 0.10). Simi-
larly, there was no significant difference in RPE between 
30-15IFT vs. 30-15IFT-28m in Group B (p = 0.97) (Table 2). 
 
Inter-effort recovery and COD abilityThe mean abso-
lute VIFT difference between 30-15IFT and 30-15IFT-CONT 
was 3.6 ± 0.8 km·h-1 and values for slightly, moderately 
and largely better/worse inter-effort recovery ability com-
pared with the mean were ± 0.2, ± 0.4 and ± 0.6 km·h-1. 
Regarding COD ability, the mean absolute VIFT difference 
between 30-15IFT and 30-15IFT-LINE was 2.0 ± 1.2 km·h-1. 

Values for slightly, moderately and largely better/worse 
COD ability compared with the mean were ± 0.2, ± 0.6 
and ± 0.9 km·h-1. To increase the generalization of the 
present findings (e.g. to players recording different abso-
lute VIFT values) and make the assessment of inter-effort 
recovery and COD ability more understandable, a visual 
scale was produced (Figure 4; with all values expressed as 
a percentage of VIFT). 
 
Discussion 
 
In an attempt to propose a novel and simple field-based 
assessment of inter-effort recovery and COD ability dur-
ing high-intensity running exercise, we compared per-
formance and selected physiological responses to the 
original 30-15IFT with those obtained with three modified 
protocols including either no rest period, no COD, or 
more COD. The main findings of the present study were 
as follows: 1) the mean absolute difference in VIFT be-
tween 30-15IFT and 30-15IFT-CONT was 3.6 ± 0.8 km·h-1; 
between 30-15IFT and 30-15IFT-LINE was 2.0 ± 1.2 km·h-1 
and between 30-15IFT and 30-15IFT-28m was 0.1 ± 0.6 km·h-

1, and 2) while there was an almost perfect correlation 
between maximal speeds reached during 30-15IFT and 30-
15IFT-28m (r = 0.95), the relationships for 30-15IFT  vs. 30-
15IFT-CONT (r = 0.74) and 30-15IFT vs. 30-15IFT-LINE (r = 
0.82) were only large. 
 
Maximal nature of the test and study design 
The examination of inter-effort recovery and COD ability 
during high-intensity exercise can only be accurate with 
tests performed to exhaustion. The present data show that 
all tests  could  be considered as maximal, as evidence by 
attainment of (similar) peak HRs, blood lactate concentra-
tions (above  ≥9 mmol.L-1) and RPE (values ≥8). The fact 
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Figure 4. Scale to assess between-efforts recovery (left) and change of direction (right) abilities during high-
intensity intermittent runs, derived from between-tests differences in maximal running speed (VIFT). 30-15IFT : 
original 30-15IFT, 30-15IFT-CONT : modified version of the 30-15IFT without resting period, 30-15IFT-LINE : modi-
fied version of the 30-15IFT without changes of direction. See methods for thresholds calculations. 

 
that all tests were not completed by the same cohort is, 
however, a limitation of the present study, but since we 
found no significant difference between the tests per-
formed over 28- or 40-m (Group B), all calculations to 
assess inter-effort recovery and COD ability were finally 
performed on the same players (Group A).  
 
Assessment of inter-effort recovery ability during 
high-intensity exercise 
In the absence of a field-based measure of inter-effort 
recovery ability during high-intensity exercise, we pro-
posed to examine the difference in performance on the 
30-15IFT vs. the 30-15IFT-CONT. As expected, the removal of 
a recovery period led to poorer performance (i.e. slower 
VIFT with a mean difference of 3.6 ± 0.8 km·h-1). While 
partial phosphocreatine (PCr) stores replenishment may 
be possible during each 15-s recovery periods during the 
30-15IFT (Glaister, 2005), this could not occur during the 
continuous test (30-15IFT-CONT). As expected, compared 
with the original 30-15IFT, the energetic demand increased 
faster during 30-15IFT-CONT (as evidence by the greater 
HR/running speed slope, Figure 3), which likely precipi-
tated earlier development of fatigue and exercise cessa-
tion. The lower speed reached during 30-15IFT-CONT was 
also likely responsible for the lower peak blood lactate 
values. The collection of RPE data at the end of each 
stage during the 30-15IFT and at similar time points during 
30-15IFT-CONT could have also helped to further understand 
the cause of the premature exercise cessation during the 
30-15IFT-CONT  (Tucker, 2009). It is, however, worth noting 
that 30-15IFT-CONT explained only 54% of the variance of 
30-15IFT (Figure 2), suggesting that individual differences 
in recovery ability might partly account for the different 
VIFT observed in players presenting similar performance 
in the 30-15IFT-CONT. The important SD for the mean dif-
ference between running speeds 30-15IFT vs. 30-15IFT-CONT 
(i.e. 0.8 km·h-1) also confirms this inter-individual vari-
ability in the response to recovery periods.  

Based  on   this  line of   thinking,  in   moderately- 

trained team-sport players (at least for those showing 
similar characteristics to the participants of the present 
study), an absolute 30-15IFT  vs. 30-15IFT-CONT  difference 
greater than 4 km·h-1 (>20%) might be indicative of a 
“good” (i.e. at least ‘large’, based on Cohen’s d) inter-
effort recovery ability; conversely, a 30-15IFT  vs. 30-
15IFT-CONT  difference smaller than 3 km.h-1 (<15%) might 
reflect a “poor” recovery ability (Figure 4). For example, 
in the present study, three players (20%) with likely 
“good” inter-effort recovery ability presented a difference 
in running speed of 4.5 km·h-1, while three others with 
likely “poor” inter-effort recovery ability have a differ-
ence of 2.5 km·h-1. Future studies investigating physio-
logical variables such as neuromuscular adjustments (i.e. 
changes in voluntary maximal or sustained force-
generating capacity) (Perrey et al., 2010), changes in 
ATP/PCr muscle content, muscle buffer capacity (Glais-
ter, 2008) and/or muscle oxygenation levels (Dupont et 
al., 2004) during both 30-15IFT and 30-15IFT-CONT tests 
might help to improve our understanding of the determi-
nants of inter-effort recovery ability during high-intensity 
intermittent exercise. 
 
Assessment of changes of direction ability during high-
intensity exercise 
While COD ability is generally evaluated during brief and 
single exercise bouts (Brughelli et al., 2008), its assess-
ment during high-intensity intermittent exercise has not 
yet been investigated. More importantly, there is currently 
no ‘gold standard’ test to assess COD (Brughelli et al., 
2008). To suggest a simple means of evaluating COD 
ability during high-intensity exercise, we investigated the 
effect on VIFT of removing (30-15IFT-LINE) or increasing 
the number of CODs (30-15IFT-28m). Not surprisingly, and 
in agreement with previous findings during incremental 
continuous tests (Ahmaidi et al., 1992; Buchheit et al., 
2011), a faster final speed was reached without COD 
(exemplified by the absolute 2.0 ± 1.2 km.h-1 difference 
between VIFT reached during 30-15IFT and 30-15IFT-LINE).  
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Despite a non significant change in the HR/speed 
relationship (Table 2 and Figure 3), it is possible that 
deceleration, COD and acceleration phases during the 
original 30-15IFT were responsible for a greater energetic 
demand compared with the 30-15IFT-LINE (Osgnach et al., 
2010), which, in turn, precipitated earlier exercise cessa-
tion (Buchheit et al., 2011). In comparison with the 30-
15IFT–LINE, the reduction in VIFT during the 30-15IFT could 
also be related to non-metabolic factors such as muscle 
structure alteration (because of the eccentric work inher-
ent in deceleration phases) or psychological factors 
(Tucker, 2009). Performance during the 30-15IFT-LINE 
explained only 67% of the variance of that attained during 
the 30-15IFT (Figure 2), which was suggestive of inter-
individual differences in COD abilities. The important SD 
for the mean difference between running speeds during 
the 30-15IFT vs. the 30-15IFT-LINE (i.e. 1.2 km·h-1) con-
firmed this inter-individual variability in the response to 
COD.  

Interestingly, increasing COD (30-15IFT-28m) neither 
affected VIFT nor the HR/speed relationship (Table 2 and 
Figure 3), and both VIFT values were almost perfectly 
correlated (Figure 2, with 90% of shared variance). The 
fact that players who performed well on 40-m shuttle-run 
also performed well using 28-m shows that COD ability 
may be independent of shuttle-length. Whether COD can 
be considered as a general quality (Clarke and Clarke, 
1970) has still to be examined using other COD angles 
and/or shuttle-lengths. It can, however, be suggested that 
players displaying an absolute 30-15IFT vs. 30-15IFT-LINE 
difference greater than 3 km·h-1 (>15%) might present a 
“poor” (i.e. largely worse than the average) COD ability; 
conversely, an absolute 30-15IFT vs. 30-15IFT-LINE differ-
ence lower than 1 km·h-1 (<6%) might be indicative of a 
“good” COD ability (Figure 4). For example, in the pre-
sent study, three players with likely “good” COD ability 
(20%) presented a difference in running speed of 0.5 
km.h-1, while another with likely “poor” COD ability have 
a difference of 4 km·h-1.  

Finally, it is also worth noting that blood lactate 
concentration was unaffected by either the presence or the 
number of COD (blood lactate values were similar for the 
three tests considered here). While this contrasts with 
previous studies which reported higher blood lactate val-
ues after shuttle- compared with straight-line runs (Ah-
maidi et al., 1992; Dellal et al., 2010), it is possible that 
compared with the 30-15IFT-LINE, the lower running speed 
during the 30-15IFT compensated for the possibly greater 
anaerobic system participation that generally occurs when 
running with COD, leading, in turn, to similar blood lac-
tate values. Similarly, the lack of difference in blood 
lactate concentrations between 30-15IFT and 30-15IFT-28m is 
likely related to the similar running speed reached at the 
end of both tests (Table 2). Again, future studies examin-
ing RPE and/or blood lactate concentration at the end of 
each stage might help gain insight into the mechanisms 
underlying premature exercise cessation with COD tests. 
 
Conclusion 
 
To conclude, our findings in moderately-trained team 
sport players show that inter-effort recovery and COD 

ability during high-intensity intermittent shuttle-runs 
show high inter-individual variability (as inferred from 
the SD of the mean differences between running perform-
ance on the different tests and the spread of the correla-
tions between the tests results), and might therefore ex-
plain differences in high-intensity intermittent endurance 
capacity among athletes with similar levels of cardiorespi-
ratory fitness. The comparison of the maximal running 
speed reached during the original 30-15IFT with those 
reached during two modified protocols (30-15IFT-CONT and 
30-15IFT-LINE) may enable a simple field-based assessment 
of between-efforts recovery and COD ability during high-
intensity shuttle-runs. Such data can be used by coaches 
to complete the physical profiling of a player, which 
could highlight the need for potential inter-effort recovery 
or COD ability-oriented training interventions. Further 
studies in populations differing in inter-effort recovery 
and COD ability (i.e. as a function of age and/or training 
status) are still required to evaluate the sensitivity of the 
present method. 
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Key points 
 
• The comparison of the maximal running speed 

reached at the original 30-15IFT with these reached at 
two modified protocols (i.e., 30-15IFT-CONT and 30-
15IFT-LINE ) enables a simple and field-based assess-
ment of between-efforts recovery and COD abilities 
during high-intensity runs.  

• These data can be used by coaches to complete the 
physical profiling of each player, which could high-
light the need for specific training interventions.  
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